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Background

Over the past 60 years, significant progress has been made toward promoting social equity in areas such as civils rights, women’s rights, poverty reduction, and gender equality. But continued progress remains uneven and, in some cases, has regressed. While equity in the distribution of public services and administration of programs should be the goal of any presidential administration, it is difficult to move programs and practices toward equity through legislative actions alone. Social equity can be advanced by building a strong federal platform that would include increased awareness, rigorous measurement, formal evaluation, and consistent application.

Recommendations for 2021

Implement a White House initiative on social equity evidence led by the Vice President and includes an agenda of four components:

1. A social equity evidence review of rigorous research and evaluation on approaches that have improved social equity and gaps in research that should be filled with new research.

2. A social equity data and statistical inventory of public data and statistical series with periodic (e.g., annual) information on equity and inequity by nation, state, and local areas.

3. A social equity Cross-Agency Priority (CAP) goal and the establishment of a core CAP workgroup to assess progress on improving social equity outcomes.

4. A social equity measure for assessing programs that would not only provide a guide for the questions that public administrators need to proactively consider but would also provide a valuable resource for accessing extant data, research, and expertise.

Additional Resources

These resources provide additional information and recommendations in the line with the Election 2020 paper, Promoting Social Equity in an Evidence-Based Policy Environment: An Agenda for 2021.


The Academy: Roundtable on Social Equity

The Academy: Public Administrators and the Imperative for Social Equity

The Academy: Promoting Social Equity Through Civil Rights Education for Public Service: Miles' Law, Different Experiences, But Toward Common Action

The Academy: Virtual Social Equity Conference Addresses Social Justice Issues and Racial Disparities

The Challenge: Fostering Social Equity

Social equity—a key pillar of public administration alongside economy, efficiency, and effectiveness—addresses fairness, justice, and equity within a variety of public contexts. Although the United States has made significant progress in expanding access to opportunities to more of the nation’s citizens and residents, we continue to struggle with ensuring the equitable design and implementation of public policies and programs that reduce or eliminate disparities, discrimination, and marginalization.
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